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Superman was nearly played by Muhammad Ali. Jack Nicholson was paid $60 million to play the Joker. When he was a teenager, Robert Downey Jr. bullied a kid for reading Iron
Man comics. In China, Guardians of the Galaxy is called Interplanetary Unusual Attacking Team. Oprah Winfrey nearly played Amanda Waller in Suicide Squad. Deadpool was in
development for 16 years. Wonder Woman was nearly played by Angelina Jolie, Sandra Bullock, Megan Fox, Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Beyonce. Chris Evans turned down
Captain America three times. The tagline for Justice League was "Unite the Seven" even though there are six superheroes in the film. Jerry Seinfeld convinced Hugh Jackman to
retire from the X-Men series. Shawarma sales skyrocketed after The Avengers was released. An alternative ending for Amazing Spider-Man 2 shows that Peter Parker's father is
alive. Tom Hiddleston auditioned for the role of Thor. Michael Jackson desperately wanted to play the X-Men's mentor, Professor X.
Did you know that there are one million earthworms in an acre of soil, or that an average American eats 10 pounds of marshmallows in a year? Did you know that the act of
yawning and stretching at the same time is known as pandiculation? These facts, and hundreds more in a wide variety of subjects including history, science, sports, music and
more, make Hmm...I Did Not Know That a must read for trivia buffs and fact fanatics.
Astound your friends and family with this impressive collection of mind-boggling facts and visual comparisons about the human body. Did you know you made 3 million new blood
cells while you read this sentence? Or that you shed and regrow a whole new layer of skin every 39 days? Or that your DNA could stretch to the Sun and back not once but 16
times? 1,000 Amazing Human Body Facts is full of bite-size, fascinating nuggets of information about the incredible abilities of human bodies. Find out how many bathtubs of
saliva you swallow, how many tankers of blood your heart pumps, how many gigagallons of air your lungs exhale. Discover how bone is strong enough to support the weight of a
truck and be amazed by the unbelievable number of odors your nose can smell and the seemingly infinite range of colors your eyes can see. Witness the smallest bone, the
strongest muscle, the fastest nerve, the deadliest parasite. See how an eye works like a 576 megapixel camera and find out why the human brain beats the world's biggest AI
supercomputer. Packed with exciting computer-generated images (CGIs), 1,000 Amazing Human Body Facts explains an astounding number of facts with jaw-dropping visual
comparisons that reveal just how impressive your body really is.
Through 1,000 fun-to-read facts about the White House and the people who have shaped its 225-year history, kids will learn what it's like to live and work at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, the
quirky rules of the house, and how the Secret Service keeps it safe. Full color.
Over 1000 Fantastic Facts
Do you think you know everything about the United States? Think again! Did you know that tomatoes were once put on trial in New Jersey? Or that it's illegal to whistle underwater in West
Virginia? With these 1,000 facts about the USA, you're guaranteed to discover something you didn't know. From USA history to silly facts about American presidents, from laws you can't
believe are laws to facts about U.S. inventions, this book is the perfect solution to any moment of boredom. It has facts about religion and sports, facts about U.S. geography and nature, facts
about food and drinks, and facts about language, animals, and American education. There are facts about science, facts about the military, facts about modes of transportation, facts about
business and money, and facts about how big the United States really is. According to one American, "This book of trivia is the greatest thing that's been written since the Nevada state
Constitution. Did you know that was the longest message ever sent via Morse code telegram?" With this book of 1,000 trivia facts, you'll impress even the most knowledgeable friends you
have. Use the interesting facts to start a great conversation. Pull out the random facts to make someone smile. Be the center of any party with all the funny facts you'll find in this book. Got a
pub quiz or trivia night to go to? Prepare with this book! With this many fun facts about the United States, you'll win every time.
The Big Book of Random Facts is the ultimate trivia book filled with 1000 funny and interesting facts. It's the perfect book for a boring night at home or for some pub quizzes at the bar with
your friends. With funny trivia facts like: There are more saunas than cars in Finland. Donald Trump has been personally sued more than 70 times in federal court since 2000. Disney put 500
Stormtroopers on the Great Wall to promote "Star Wars: The Force Awakens" in China. So go ahead and checkout the other 997 funny facts from this book, they are just as good!
Lavishly illustrated, these giant books provide children with masses of knowledge. Each fact is numbered, so as children read they can clearly chart their progress. A multitude of subjects are
comprehensively covered across the set, including Earth and Space, Prehistoric Life, Animals, History and Science. Cartoons, quizzes, fun facts and projects are scattered throughout to
actively encourage reading and learning. Over 1000 numbered facts in each book Detailed illustrations and photographs Quizzes show how much children have learnt Simple activities and
projects Amazing fact panels illustrated with fun cartoons
A comprehensive reference designed to promote interest in biblical history and culture includes such features as "25 Facts about Music and Poetry" and "35 Facts about Ancient Rulers."
Discover 1161 fantastic animal facts with this incredible book, and have fun with the activities, test your knowledge with the quizzes and read extraordinary information in the 'Did you know'
boxes.
"Information about insects formatted for children."-Help your child discover the wild, wonderful world we live in by introducing them to these fantastic facts Kids love facts... and there's no better fact than a totally random and fascinating fact
that changes your entire perspective of the world. Or maybe there is... What about a whole book jam-packed with over 1,000 facts? What about a book carefully curated by... wait for it... a
dog?! There's no better tracker than a dog, and Cooper has been on a mission, following his nose to collect the most amazing random facts in the entire world. The result? A unique family
bonding experience, as much fun for the biggest members of the household as it is for the littlest. You could have a Harvard degree or a lifetime's experience as a librarian, and you still
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wouldn't have come across some of the facts found in Interesting Facts for Kids. But after a few rounds of telling each other some of the most bizarre things you'll ever learn about the world,
you'll have a family of experts in... well... everything! If you're looking for new ways to spend a Sunday morning or a weeknight evening, look no further. If you've ever wanted to know how
many eggs a hen lays per year, or how many drops of rain you'd need to fill a single teaspoon, now's your chance! Get ready for real family fun as you work through hilarious and unbelievable
truths that will make you wonder how much you really know about the world. In Interesting Facts for Kids, you'll discover a new way to strengthen your family bonds. You'll find: 1,000+
amazing facts to get the brain cogs whirring A wide range of bizarre nuggets organized by theme 100 simple facts for the youngest members of the family (with theories they can really test) A
wealth of curve-ball conversations waiting to happen A way to expand your kids' minds by stealth (no school work needed!) Off-the-wall information kids will be bursting to share with their
friends Fuel for the imagination and a sure way to spark kids' natural curiosity Fun fodder for passing time on long journeys and in boring waiting rooms A treasure trove of entertainment that
never gets old -- no matter how many times you pick up the book Weird and wonderful inspiration for your next quiz night And much more. If you've ever wondered what you can do to get your
whole family enjoying something together without the need for a screen, here's your answer. Just one little book will get the whole family thinking, laughing, and learning... and none of you will
ever look at a pineapple the same way again. Watch your kids become fountains of knowledge -- and win the 'random' round at your next grown up quiz night. If you're looking for a unique
answer to family entertainment, look no further: scroll up and click "Add to Cart" right now.
Our world is full of miracles. Every day, so many incredible things happen, which always inspire us anew. Did you know, for example, that only five people per year die by shark attacks but 22 people by cows
and even 2,900 by hippos? Who would have thought that? And who would believe that if 57 people were gathered in one room, the likelihood of two of the people having their birthdays on the same day, is
about 99 percent? With this book we want to delight other people with unbelievable things facts of our world. On the following pages you will find 1,000 incredible facts and useless information with a wide
range of topics. We wish you a lot of fun with 1,000 incredible facts and useless information.
Discover 1000 fantastic Earth facts with this incredible book!
This title provides children with masses of knowledge in the shape of 1000 numbered facts. It covers five subjects: Earth & space, prehistoric life, animals, history and science.
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